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Table A1-4 Shannon LNG Public Information Room Feedback
Date

Comment

23-Jun-21

This project seems to be the perfect transition away from coal as we continue to bolster the renewable
energy capabilities of Ireland.

23-Jun-21

Great project keep it going

24-Jun-21

Thank you for the information and opportunity to provide feedback. I am in favour of this gas terminal. It
will bring jobs to the area as well as ensure the country has enough electricity for its current and future
needs. It is interesting to see that system alerts happen - we, the public, are largely unaware of this. This
gas terminal will be a positive development for the the region and the country. Good luck with the
planning application.

24-Jun-21

I support the development of this gas terminal. It'll bring jobs to the region and ensure irelands energy
supply needs are met, even when the wind isn't blowing. Good luck with the project.

25-Jun-21

Excellent and informative

25-Jun-21

Thanks so much, I hope it goes ahead.

25-Jun-21

This will be so good for north Kerry, bringing life and jobs back into our area.

25-Jun-21

Ireland needs ongoing energy security, therefore I am totally IN FAVOUR of the LNG development.

25-Jun-21

As a young person I support this project.

25-Jun-21

The deepest port in Ireland and not one job in the last forty years, disgraceful.

26-Jun-21

What a great idea badly wanted for north Kerry. West Limerick.

28-Jun-21

Excellent website and information presentation...for sure country needs alternative gas supply

29-Jun-21

Fossil Fuels are a dying energy. Why dose New Fortress want to spend so much money on this
development using Fossil Fuels for energy instead of developing a renewable source of energy for this
site.

29-Jun-21

It will be great for north Kerry and surrounding areas for work

29-Jun-21

Will be fantastic to see this resource in out locality.

29-Jun-21

Great Plan, lets get it started and NOW

29-Jun-21

Great to see such a venture coming to Tarbert and North Kerry an area badly in need of development
and employment opportunities.

30-Jun-21

Great news for the people of North Kerry and the country as a whole

30-Jun-21

15yrs is too long, lets get it build now! Action on jobs today!

30-Jun-21

Politicians need to get the finger out. I want to work at home.

30-Jun-21

For the greater good of north Kerry let’s get cracking as this will attract other business start ups n the
area. let’s get the infrastructure started asap.

30-Jun-21

As a young person I welcome the project to North Kerry and hopefully in the future it will provide many
job opportunities so I will be able to remain living here.

30-Jun-21

Really want this project to come to North Kerry.

30-Jun-21

Would love this project in North Kerry !!

30-Jun-21

We really need this in North Kerry

30-Jun-21

It is imperative that this project goes ahead immediately. North Kerry is screaming for a major
investment that will keep especially keep our young people in local employment. Please no more delays

30-Jun-21

Great project, supply power when the wind isn’t blowing, provides construction and later permanent jobs
and is clean energy.

01-Jul-21

Excellent Presentation. This would be brilliant for Ballylongford and North Kerry. The national grid is
extremely tight due to wind (unreliable) and old Power Plants like Tarbert and Moneypoint, so now is the
time to give this our full support.
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01-Jul-21

I am a 20yr old and I want to work in Limerick/ Kerry.

02-Jul-21

As a lifelong native of Tarbert, it is great to see this development. For 60 years, that landbank has
remained idle despite numerous false dawns. The new power plant comes at a time where Ireland's
energy security is extremely shaky while our reliance on the UK is growing. I hope and trust that this
development will proceed and bring good sustainable jobs to the region.

02-Jul-21

Great to hear of this going forward as a young person from North Kerry, it will be fantastic for the area

04-Jul-21

I hope the proposed Liquified Natural Gas Terminal goes ahead in North Kerry and brings much needed
employment to the area.

08-Jul-21

Get jobs on Shannon Estuary

11-Jul-21

I support the LNG Project and the prospect of delivering jobs which is long overdue in this Area.

11-Jul-21

The Shannon Region has long been neglected by successive Government's and is in dire need of
development. The proposed Shannon Technology & Energy Park would be the injection needed to bring
life back to an otherwise employment blackspot. 1. The natural deep water of the Lower Shannon
Estuary is an ideal location for this project. 2. It complies with Safety and Environmental requirements. 3.
The number of jobs this project will provide on construction and on a permanent basis will breathe new
life into the area. 4. The power that will be supplied to the National Grid going forward is of national
Importance. 5. I left Tarbert due to the lack of employment in the area, this project will change that.
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